SHOP WINDOW

New products you can inspect without your glasses steaming up from your face mask. Dan Joyce selects

1. **Trek District 4 Equipped** £1,500
   
   Practical, high-end city bikes are a rare breed in the anglophone world. Kudos to Trek for this one, which has belt-drive Alfine 8 gearing, dynohub lighting, guards, rack, stand, and lock.

2. **Velo Orange Crazy Bars** £tbc
   
   Less crazy than Idiosyncratic; I’ve used inboard ‘bar ends’ in a similar way. The revamped Crazy Bars have 110mm ‘horns’, while the main bar is 780mm. Due in June.

3. **Chrome Urban EX Handlebar Bag 2.0** £80
   
   A waterproof bag that attaches with Velcro-style bar straps and a shock cord around the head tube. There’s a shoulder strap so it doubles as a handbag/manbag. 3L capacity.

4. **Lezyne Dual Insert Kit** £60-75
   
   Tools that hide in your handlebar. The tubeless kit has a reamer and five plugs. The multitool (three sizes) has five, eight, or 11 functions; all have 4, 5, and 10mm Allen, T25 Torx, and a Phillips head.

5. **Altura All Roads Classic SS Jersey** £44.99
   
   Cycling jerseys don’t have to make you look like a pro peloton escapee. Altura’s top has stud fastening at the neck, restrained colours, mesh underarm and back panels, and a zipped pocket.

6. **Continental Urban Taraxagum** £59.95
   
   Continental’s made-from-dandelions eco tyre is now available, so far only in this 35-622 size for hybrids. It’s expensive but it is made (and grown!) in Germany.

7. **Barkbusters MTB Handguards** £33.33+VAT
   
   Mountain bike not moto enough? These plastic guards will fix that, as well as protecting your knuckles from thorns, scrapes, and the worst of the weather.

More online

Check out our in-depth reviews of the latest bikes and gear online at: cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice